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Sanat Kumara
The soul seeks always to
find newness in God and
to have revealed a side of
Divinity not yet
experienced.

Sanat Kumara
God said 'How may I know
you?' and you journeyed
into consciousness to find
your reply. This you
experience and experience
still. You call it life

“I come to confirm that your presence within
Creation is a gift to Creation itself. How could it
not be? You are God-given and therefore you are
an incredible offering. For God could imagine no
less than you and all else within Creation that is
part of you.”
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“Your soul is not committed to just this one lifestream and your soul is not limited to just itself
for there is, of course, an Oversoul and so forth.
It is like a marvellous fractal which repeats itself,
replicating over and over to form a beautiful
symmetry.”
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We see the light, we see the geometric structure
of you which is how the human consciousness is
expressed outside of its body. Beside this we see
the absolute wonderment of the Oversoul of you.
The human consciousness that I see is just as
beautiful and each has the capacity for greatness
beyond what you currently experience and
beyond that which you set before you as a goal.

Maitreya

“There is no failure; there is no lack of attainment for any
soul within Creation. For existence lasts but one moment and within that
moment all has been attained. The genius of the Divine is that this
moment goes on forever. To be conscious of that process and knowing the
outcome is incredibly uplifting. One need not admonish oneself for
perceived failures, lack of discipline or for falling down 100 times. It
doesn’t matter for in the end and at the beginning we are each perfection.”

Maitreya

“I say to you there is a profound destiny
ahead because your soul has already moved
in that direction. As you are within the
space-time continuum there is always a lag
and an integration period because you do
not manifest instantaneously. Your soul has

Archangel Kyrael

“Falling inwards into the interior universe of self, you remember that it is
simply perception which divides inner and outer. There is a limitless depth
as the soul of you has no measurement and the only place to land is upon
the outstretched hand of Divinity.”
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already moved forward and now your
human consciousness is beginning to be
pulled forward as well."
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Akhnaton
The greater Presence
draws to the surface
of our consciousness
the most astonishing
desire to align to Its
will. For the truth of

Akhnaton

us understands that
Divine Will
encapsulates all that

“You have catalogued every memory and every
instance of love that you have birthed. You hold
within yourself the vastness of all that you have
learned and come to know. It is with you in every
moment. It is a treasure that is ongoing. It is the
payment that you bring to God for life itself. We
give this gift; all that we are - the infinite self.”

“Every soul is known to you and you to every
soul. We have come to understand and to know
each other across all planes of existence. We have
witnessed it all. We have witnessed each other.
You have an intimacy with every being. For, we
have had eternity within which to find and seek
each other out.”
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shall ever be of us;
the greatest potential
that we shall reach.
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Akhnaton

The presence of your soul comes upon us like a

“You are ancient. The pathway was written at

beautiful mist. The soul is such an incredible thing and
it is always wondrous to experience the Soul Presence

the beginning point. God ‘spoke’. You became

of any consciousness. So then, I am enjoying you.

manifest and with you came uniqueness and a
journey that is yours alone. It may not be
walked by any other soul and is woven into the
greater sequence of this thought-form of
Creation. It is a pathway assigned to you that
shall never exist in this manner again. I
impress upon you how astonishing it is to have
been given such uniqueness.
Each soul is offered this through the prism
of life in whatever dimension, yet particularly
so within your third dimension of physicality.
It is part of integrating your magnificence as a
child of God but uniquely so a child of God.
Understand, that in all the universes of
existence your soul is one-of-a-kind. You are a

We are all an imprint in one form or other. It is what

unique manifestation; a reflection of Divinity

remains of us. For, the ‘idea’ of us changes and we
move beyond where we have arrived from yet part

that is not mirrored elsewhere. Your fellow

of us never leaves. So then, every destination our

beings, likewise, are a unique reflection so that
to look upon others is to see the face of God.”

consciousness visits has our imprint.
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Sananda
Creation is so amazingly
blissful at a soul level.
You are in such

Sananda

incredible gratitude for
the opportunity as a
soul that you happily go
on forever - ripening,
awakening, expanding,
dissipating - and all
with incredible joy.

“As you go about your daily lives within your
physical realm with all of its distractions it can
seem as though nothing particularly
extraordinary is happening. Such is the nature of
the physical illusion here that it does indeed veil
the bigger picture of you which is accelerating
remarkably. As the moments pass in this illusion
of time, your spiritual consciousness is
simultaneously experiencing all lifetimes that
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were, are and shall be. The overarching soul that
is ‘you’ experiencing all of these life-streams is
being grown and evolved by each aspect of you.
For as with anything within Creation it is not
simply about the one purpose so that your soul’s
growth and the expansion of your Oversoul has a
greater purpose than to just serve oneself; it has
the purpose of moving the whole of Creation
forward as a unified consciousness.”
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Outside of space and time, all that is,
and is becoming of you, all that is and
shall be, is already written. It is
observable for in the simultaneousness
of existence, then of course, all that
was, is and shall be, is fully formed
within the radiance of you. We call this
the signature of God.
Wayshower

“There is doing to be done, while held in the illusion, to uplift
humanity and bring its temperature of love to a higher degree.
For you are the one species and so evolve as one. Whatever it is
that you do which brings upliftment, then so it is, that the soul's
journey is validated.
Perhaps, to the human mind the idea of being tethered to
all your fellow beings is alarming or cause for despair. Yet in
truth, as you elevate higher in your perceptions more love forms
within you until such time that you see it is your greatest gift and
honour to serve your fellow being. The more that you expand
and evolve into this service, you realise that even if you were
offered the universe at your feet you could not leave humanity
until humanity leaves with you.”

Sananda

“Perhaps, at times it feels as though you are
standing still but you are not, for Divinity
moves you forever forward and outward. Do
not forget that to exist within Creation is
to already have fulfilled your purpose.
It would be wise to remind yourself of the
astonishing beauty of your soul, itself a
reflection of Divinity.”
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Soul Empowerment
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Consciousness is a force and it accelerates with the Outbreath of

Cosmic
Buddha

Divinity. The challenge for every soul within existence is to fully
come into a realisation of its inherent power and to find the
pathway that leads toward this understanding and its application.
God gives of Itself to you and I and that may not be measured,
such is its strength and power. The journey of life must take place
in whichever realm for to come into God-empowerment of self
without such a journey, is not possible.
The soul requires experience through which its power will
slowly be revealed, for even outside of your physical realm where
limitations apply, there are restraints. Simply said, your soul
grows into its divine power with your earthly experience and its
many incarnations forming part of this process. So then, we
understand another layer of purpose and meaning for physical
existence. As you who are in human form strive toward
empowerment this contributes to the expansion of your soul and
although we say often that your soul is limitless and magnificent,
it is simply the tip of the iceberg. God holds a vision of Creation
forth and we collectively are moving forward to fulfil this.
We are an image forming. Although Creation is indeed
perfect, this also may not be measured as Creation continues to be
perfected. When every soul within existence comes into alignment

Cosmic Buddha

with its purpose and grows fully into its empowerment, then

As we journey into the interior of ourselves, exploring
lifetime after lifetime, evermore the Divine Breath brings us
into closer proximity to Itself, so that as you draw nearer to
Divinity, so then your life experiences reflect this.

Creation shall be unlike anything that has gone before. It shall be
unrecognisable as we do not yet have the eyes to see the reflection
that Creation shall become as God reveals Its true face.
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Summary

Melchizedek

♦"

God could imagine no less

than the beauty of your soul.

“If you were to look upon

♦"

Your soul and its journey is

unique within Creation. Within all
the universe you are one-of-a-kind.

♦"

It is a wonderful gift to be you

your own Soul Light you

and you are a wonderful gift to

♦"

could not withstand, while

Creation for you are God-given.

come into the fullness of its power.

in human consciousness,

It is your soul's challenge to

This is the journey of life.
♦"

There is no failure or lack of

its beauty. You would fall

attainment for any soul within

♦"

apart. You have no idea of

Creation.

perfected. When every soul comes

how amazingly,
incredibly, wonderful a

Creation continues to be

into its fullness, God will reveal
♦"

To exist within Creation is to

more of Creation to us.

already have fulfilled your purpose.

creation you are.”

♦"
♦"

The collective experience of

every soul is the gift we give back

You are encouraged to uplift

others and in so doing hasten
humanity's return to Spirit

to Divinity for life itself.
♦"
♦"

Your soul has already moved

You have a soul, an oversoul

an overarching soul and so on. This

forward and your human

means your soul has many parts

consciousness will soon follow.

with you being its physical aspect.

Love is the ONLY thing that your soul requires of you. So then,
it will bring to you any circumstance, opportunity or challenge
to bring love to the surface of your consciousness.
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Who are the Ascended Masters?

What is the White Star Temple?

The Ascended Masters are
beings of pure love and light
that reside within the higher
dimensions of Spirit. As such,
they do not have form though
are often depicted in
paintings to make it easier for
us to identify with them.
They exist in a dimension where the primary
focus is service. Humanity has the blessing of these
beings bringing their service to us. It is their ongoing
joy to assist us on our path back to the Divine.
You can call upon the Ascended Masters to be
present with you in meditation.

The White Star Temple is an inter-dimensional
‘Temple’, which isn’t a literal temple but rather, is an
‘energy pattern’ where the Ascended Masters meet with
us. This pattern sits outside of the space-time
continuum. As such, anyone can access the Temple at
the same time as everyone else and in any location, as
time and space are irrelevant. While in the White Star
Temple each will hear and receive energies and
understanding relevant to them.
The White Star Temple stands for all 'time' and
has its own consciousness which evolves as we evolve.
You too can participate in the Temple. You need only
intend that this be so or you can listen to Soltec’s
recordings while in meditation and your consciousness
will join with the White Star Temple.

Who is SOLTEC?

Soltec makes available many audio
recordings received from the Ascended
Masters as well as books featuring the
Temple wisdom. Plus, he offers a free
Temple podcast for you to subscribe to
and enjoy. You can also find him on
facebook - search for ‘Soltec Channel’

Soltec is an Australian channel and spiritual
teacher with over 20 years experience and
regularly facilitates meditation groups and
seminars. He has an intimate connection
with the Ascended Masters which he gladly
shares with others, assisting them to find
their own unique relationship with these
divine beings.

for more information go to :
www.melchizedekuniversity.com
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